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IDENTIFICATION OF CRITERIA
It is important for the chair that we are making to be
stable so it does not wobble or the person that is
sitting on it does not fall down

It is important for
the user to put it in
easier and accurately
so that it does not
waste time and so
that the user can use
less space for it

It is important for
your chair to be
attractive and eye
catching so that the
user buying it can be
something to be
looked after because
of the design, and in
this century ,there
are a lot of people
who care about the
designs and form of
objects.

DESIGN SITUATION
IKEA is a shop that sells furniture,
IKEA sells household objects,
A flap pack furniture is an object that can be used
quickly and put back quickly, IKEA products sell
in medium volume ,the processes and materials
that ikea use are :wood, plastic and metal ,the
chairs that they sell are : house chairs , garden
chairs, portable chairs and kitchen chairs, my
chair will be better, it will be comfortable and its
quicker to use and it can bring more people to
gaming. The potential users who will buy my
chair is for any type of people that are gamers
which include women ,men ,girls and boys, it will
benefit them because it does not take a lot of space
And it is comfortable.

What makes
a good chair?

It is important for the
chair to be good in
strength so that the user
sitting on the chair does
not break or damage the
chair

DESIGN BRIEF
You don’t want you
I am going to design a
design to be over
planned and too
gaming chair, the gaming
scheduled for the
chair can be bought by
design so it can be
makeable and
anyone who loves games but
designed.
it is mostly for boys that are
form 12-18.the product will
be sold in ikea, it will be
C Grade AQA GCSE Product Design batch.
You want the chair to
be comfortable so
that the user can be
relaxed and also to
make sure the user
does not get hurt or
any aches in his body.

2014

TARGET USER SURVEY
Current IKEA chairs
I asked parents
what type of
chair that they
would prefer for
their child, either
a normal chair or
a flat pack chair
and here are the
Popular Games and cartoonsresults .
An example of a popular
cartoon for boys our age is the
Simpson's so we could make a
chair that has one of the
Simpson's character on one of
the chairs or maybe a popular
game like call of duty or FIFA
etc.

Normal-24%
Flatpack76%

I made a survey for
children from the
ages of 12-15, I
asked them what
game they prefer
and here are their
results.

Criteria
Criteria 1: Theme

This chair is used for children so it can attract them and they can
use it for gaming ,reading and it can also be used for revising, the
chair will also be comfortable and stable for the child , the chair
will have different colors or characters ( on TV) of their choice if
it is there.

Justification

The theme of my design
be AQA
a car chair
Because there are a lot of car gamers in the world
C will
Grade
GCSE Product Design
and this can boost the gamer’s confidence
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SANDER

PILLAR DRILL

circular shapes can be made when using a sander,
they are used to smooth wood they are also used
for sandpaper and cutting types of wood.

VIBRA SAW

HAND TOOLS

Vibra saw’s are used specifically for cutting parts
off that a normal saw gets off, They can make a lot
of shapes as well .

Criteria
Criteria 2: MAKE-ABLE IN
SCHOOL

Images: picture of the pillar drill in G28, different types of drill bit
Text: explanations of what kinds of holes can be made using the pillar
drill, pillar drills are used for making holes in pieces of wood , the
holes made are drilling holes, large holes and small holes.

Tenon Saw is the most used kind of backsaw (a saw with a piece of
stiff brass or steel running along the top edge). It is a medium sized
saw and originally obtained its name from its use in cutting tenons for
mortise and tenon joints in woodwork

Justification

It would be better to do in school because we are
This will be makeable
and
the school
C Grade
AQA
GCSE Product Design
being supervised, and if were making any mistakes
because the school will supply me with the
2014
we can be told what to do.
equipment and tools.

Structural elements

Joining methods

Screwing together

Slotting

Knock-Down
fittings

Aesthetics

Strength

Ease of use

When it is
screwed
together it
looks formal
and tidy

It will be very
strong and it will
not shatter.

All you have to
do is screw it in
with a
screwdriver.

It looks nice
because its
slotted
together.

It will be stable
but it may be
abit weak.

When you
knock down
fittings it
looks better
because it is
screwed and
looks nice
against a wall

It would be very
stable and strong
because it is
screwed in with
screwdrivers.

Analysis of examples
braces

This concept reduces the lateral load on the
building by transferring the load into the exterior
columns. This allows for a reduced need for interior
columns thus creating more floor space.

lips

A structural lip is good to this chair because it can
be easy to pull out for the person, and it is safe for
the user because it has a bend so it does not cut the
user.

ridges

A structural ridge beam is required when
independent support for high ends of rafters is
necessary.

Curved corners

The curved section supplied will always exceed the
structural properties of the specified straight lintel
section on which the curve was based. In order to
ensure stability, care must be taken when specifying
bearing lengths, please contact our technical
department if required.

All you do is
push them in
together
You just have to
hammer the
nails and
screwdriver the
screws in.

Criteria
Criteria 3:
Strength

Justification

C Grade AQA GCSE Product Design
I will try justify this by making sure that I have the

This will be strong because the joints they can keep the
2014
chair stable.

right joining methods for my flat pack chair.

Functional Colour

Fixings and tools
Images and text of knock down fitting

Tools will be
used for
hammering the
chair or even
using repairing
them if
Simplicity of design damaged.

Functional colours are
used for a specific
function e.g. traffic light
for colour go –green
amber /stay or get
ready etc.

Types of joint
They are very is easy and simple to use all you just have to do is slot them in,
the disadvantage is that it might come off or break easily.

`

Criteria

Justification

I will justify this by making the chair a flat pack
Criteria 4: End-user buildable To see if the chairCcan
be makeable
andProduct Design
Grade
AQA GCSE
chair , making it easier for the teens to build quickly
buildable in school with the tools and wood
2014
and also unpack quickly.
supplied

Ergonomic Shape

Rounded edges

Ergonomics are used for the purpose of comforting humans to make it
fit and so it does not hurt or injure peoples body.eg scissors are used
for humans and they have to wholes so their hands can go through.

Cornered edges are used are used in a lot of ways ,one of those are used
for safety, you don’t want to sit on a sharp edge and hurt yourself..

Stability

Portability

Stability is important for the chair to be stable so that the user does not
fall down and hurt him/her self, so it is good to make the chair legs
equal.

It is good for the chair to be portable so that the user can fold and refold
it quickly and that it can also take less space.

Criteria
Criteria 5: Comfort

Justification

This chair will beCcomfortable
forGCSE
the user
so
So that the user will feel comfortable on their chair
Grade AQA
Product
Design
they don’t have to move about all 2014
the time
so they also don’t get hurt.

ANTHROPOMETRICS WEBSITE

PACKAGING SIZE

My chair would be small and simple for users so that
they can use it quickly and that it takes less space for
them. Which is better then normal chairs because they
may take too much space.

The packaging size will be medium so that it
can have some space and that when it is
taken out it can be used properly. It will be 3
feet high.

Anthropometrics of target user

Buttck popliterial
depthj:

Criteria
Criteria 6: Size

Justification

I will justify this by finding the average size of
My chair must be the right
size for
child
and/or
C Grade
AQA
GCSE
Product Design
heights of teens and make the average height and
teenagers by the age of 9-15.
2014
size for the chair

Aesthetics:
The colour of the Stokke chair is
dark blue.
This colour has been used to attract
customers so they can buy it
Describe the shape of this chair: the
shape of this chair is sharp corners
and straight lines and edges
Why has this shape been used? To
make it look modern and attractful to
be eye catching for the user.

Construction:
Yes you could be just for specific
classes or places.
They can be very useful because they
can show to other pupils and parents
for parents evening or for art class
etc.
The straight lines on the floor
makes the chair look very strong and
stable
They have made this chair easy with
the straight lines for edges and
screwing them in in the places the
need to be screwed in to.

Size

The chair is medium
sized and not really big

The chair size is a
high chair top used
for kitchen tables
and also used for
baby chairs.

Comfort:

The chair does not look very
comfortable .

It makes it look
uncomfortable because
there is just metal on it
which would make your
bottom cold ,and you
would fidget a lot.
C Grade AQA GCSE Product Design
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Photo of chair

Customer:

The target market for this chair
would be for adults and possibly
baby mothers or baby sitters.
Adults may want to use that chair
in the kitchen and also baby
mothers might want to use it to
feed their children.

Aesthetics:
The colour of this chair is black and
greyish brown.

Size
How big is this chair? This
chair is medium big.

These colours have been used to
attract colours because black is a very
bold colour.

So it can fit the
user’s back and
also that the user
can sit back while
working on a
computer .

This chair is also straight lines and
edges there's only two cuvered
corners for the first two legs
This shape has been used because it is
a good ergonomic shape .

Construction:
Yes we could make this chair in
school
Because we have the designs and
material to make those.
This chair looks very strong with
screws and nails hammered on to it.

Photo of chair

Comfort:
This chair looks very comfortable with
the curve on the chair for good
ergonomics.

Customer:

The chair it self has a very good
ergonomics design to make the
users back feel very relaxed.

This type of chair looks very
business and comfortable
which people in good
business or work places
would like to use.

They made it very easy
looking with the straight
lines and cuvered corners
C Grade AQA GCSE Product Design
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The target user for this chair design would
be for working people and people with
business at homes .

Photos of IKEA
packaging

Photos of IKEA
instructions
Photos of instructions

Photos of IKEA packaging
Photos of IKEA
packaging

Photos of IKEA
instructions

These instruction have been printed in chronological order to help the
user make it in a quicker time.
To make it easier for the user to read the instructions.
It shows the user what to do and what not to do while trying to build the
product, so that they don’t break anything.

C Grade AQA GCSE Product Design
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DESIGN CRITERIA FOR CHAIR
Criteria

How I’ll test this in my final design

Aesthetics

Criteria 1: attractive theme

My chair is attractable because it is a car
chair

I’ll test this in my final design by
letting one of my friends test it and
see if it is good, or if there is anything
I should add to make it good

Construction

Criteria 2: Makeable in
school

This design will be made in school and
the school will supply us with wood,
and the tools to make this design.

This will be tested by me making the
design

Criteria 3: Strong

The chair will be strong because it is a flat
pack furniture and it will be slotted in
which will make the chair design strong
and not vulnerable .

I will test this in my final design by
putting a heavy object on the chair
and see if it stays stable ..

Criteria 4: User Buildable

The user build ability of this chair is easy
and is not complexed .

I’ll will ask my teacher for
permission for various tools to be
able to use.

Criteria 5: Comfortable

The chair will be comfortable because
after the design I will add a cushion to
the chair, to make the user feel normal .

I’ll let my test buddy check to see if
the chair looks and feels comfortable.

Criteria 6: The right size for
the target user

The chair will be the right size because I
will find the average size of teenage boys
and then make it to that size

This will be tested by letting
someone that age check to see if the
size of the chair is right or not.

Ergonomics

C Grade AQA GCSE Product Design
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DESIGN CRITERIA FOR PACKAGING

Aesthetics:
MUST FIT
WITH IKEA’S
EXISTING
PACKAGING
DESIGN

Criteria 1: COLOUR

Criteria

How I’ll test this in my final design

The color of the packaging will be a box
with the colors of a normal remote control

This will be tested in the final idea by
asking my peers to see if the color is
right

car .
Criteria 2: GRAPHICS
STYLE

The graphics style of my design is the
same style from my design that I drew < it
was from my final idea.

This will be tested in my final design
by asking my peer if this graphic
design is suitable or not

Criteria 3: SYMBOLS

The symbols on the box will be the
symbol of a picture of the wooden design
that is made

I will the packaging with cardboard to
test to see if its hard.

DESIGN CRITERIA FOR INSTRUCTIONS

Aesthetics: MUST
FIT WITH IKEA’S
EXISTING
INSTRUCTIONS
DESIGN

Criteria

How I’ll test this in my final design

Criteria 1: PRINTING

My instructions must be printed out in the
way to make it easy for the buyer to read
and use comfortably.

This will be tested in my final design
by reading the instructions so that I
can understand it properly

Criteria 2: GRAPHICS
STYLE

The graphics design will be the same as a
normal ikea box but it will have f1 small
car drawing on the box

This will be tested in my final design
by asking my peers if they find it
interesting or not.

Criteria 3: SYMBOLS

I will need the symbol of the companies
logo so that the buyer knows where it
comes from and that’s if its real or not.

This will be tested in my final design
by seeing if there is any space for
them to be put into place.

C Grade AQA GCSE Product Design
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TARGET USER INFO

STUFF MY USER LIKES

Text

Range of images

My target audience is for children
who are interested in racing games,
from the age from 10 -15, my car
chair would have colours of
popular cars like formula 1.

Aesthetic analysis
Text
It will

How does my target user affect my design?
User details

Age

catch the buyers eyes because it
will be in the shape of an f1 car and it
will be bright and attractable for kids
from the age of 10 -15

Categor
y

How my design is affected

Safety

Make sure me cair is smooth and will not cut anyone

Size

The size will be suitab

Theme
Gender

Theme

C Grade AQA GCSE Product Design
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Criteria
Discrimination shown when selecting and acquiring relevant research that will promote originality in designing.

TOP MARK (A*-A)
7–8

Excellent understanding and analysis of the design context.
Detailed analysis of relevant existing products or systems undertaken related to design intentions.
Comprehensive analysis of relevant and focused research undertaken.
Clear and specific design criteria identified reflecting the analysis undertaken.
Target market identified and the intended consumer/user profiled.

Self
Assessment
WWW

EBI

I think that I have described
I think that I should start
my work very well, I have
to annotate my pictures in
understood the power
detail .
presentation good by answering
the questions.

NS

My next step is to try and
make some of my short
text’s longer and more
complexed.

Peer Assessment

WWW

EBI

I think Raheem has done If he included a contrast
things good because it
between the color of his
well organized and has
theme and images.
some nice bright colors.
C Grade AQA GCSE Product Design
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NS

Raheem needs to improve
the annotation and add
more arrows just to
explain more.

Initial Sketches 1

WWW

EBI/NS

Aesthetics

Theme

The initial sketch has a good design , like the need for speed chair design

If I made it clear to show the examiner where the new design starts

Construction

Make-ability

The construction of these designs would be easy because the are simple shapes
just
added together to look complex
The strength of these chairs will be strong because we are using plywood and
that wood is strong enough.
The user build ability for the chair is easy because there are no complex shapes to
use

Making this can be hard because of the design, it is abit complexes

Strength
User-Buildability

Ergonomics

Comfort
Size/Proportion

The chair might be not available for stronger or heavier kids than the average weight
Make sure that chair is done carefully so that no mistakes are done

C Grade AQA GCSE Product Design
I will make sure this chair will have a good ergonomics ,by adding2014
a cushion to
The chair may not be comfy as it looks like
the chair for the user.

Development
ideas

WWW

EBI/NS

Aesthetics

Theme

I think that the style of this chair look good and since it looks like how a real car
chair looks like, gamers will like it.

There are some features in the car that could be better., the front part of the car could be
smooth to make it safe for the user

Construction

Make-ability

This chair is makeable, because chair strength will be hard the design is not
advanced.
The chair will be strong and I will find the average size for the user and make it
approximately that area
The userbuildabilty will be

The construction of the car chair maybe hard to make because it is a flat pack and the slots
may be hard to do, the car may be strong but it may not be able to hold . The user build
ability could have been better to improve by making the design more simpler to cut out

The car chair will be comfortable because the car chair will be soft like leather
like a proper formula car chair.

The next step I could do is make the top of the car chair smooth so it could still be in the
form of the car but act like an arm rest as well.

Strength
User-Buildability
Ergonomics

Comfort
Size/Proportion

C Grade AQA GCSE Product Design
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www: This is my foam board
EBI/NS - The slots that were made
model and this is good
did not fit in fully because of the
because this shows that it can
material and it was hard to measure,
be makeable.The chair will
I could change the back side of my
be strong and I will find the
car chair because it looks simple so
average size for the user and
my next step is to make it a more
make it approximately that
complex shape. to make the model
area
even and look more attractable
The user build ability will be
because the shape of the model
easy because they just have
looks basic and needs more
to slot the sides in which alsoC Grade AQA GCSE complexity.
Product Design
2014
does not take a lot of time.

www: the colours of
this chair represents a
real formula 1 car and
they are also attractable,
The user build ability
will be easy because
they just have to slot the
sides in which also does
not take a lot of time.

EBI/NS: There are some features in the car
that could be better., the front part of the car
could be smooth to make it safe for the user
The construction of the car chair maybe hard
to make because it is a flat pack and the slots
may be hard to do, the car may be strong but
it may not be able to hold . The user build
ability could have been better to improve by
making
design
C Grade
AQA GCSEthe
Product
Design more simpler to cut out
2014

2D Design CAM Model

WWW

EBI/NS

I think that the style of this chair look good and This would be better if I could make the 2d
since it looks like how a real car chair looks like, design lines models to fit the dots to make
gamers will like it.
it fit perfectly and it comes out a success.
This chair is makeable, because chair strength
I could change the back side of my car chair
will be hard the design is not advanced.
because it looks simple so my next step is to
The chair will be strong and I will find the
make it a more complex shape
average size for the user and make it
approximately that area
The user build ability will be easy because
theyGCSE Product Design
C Grade AQA
just have to slot the sides in which also does not2014

Dimensioned drawing

3.5 cm

	
  
8.5	
  cm

8.5cm

7.5 cm

5.5 cm

4.0GCSE
cmProduct Design
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These will
all be times
(x) by 5
(five) for the
real chair

WWW: The slots in the C.A.M
EBI/NS: If I made the side part of
model designs fit perfectly and fit
the chair more wide so it would look
into everything, which is good
more like a formula 1 car model and
because this means that if I follow
also if the wheels look more round
this design my chairs slots will be
like or black to look like a realistic
good as well This is user buildable
wheel. Also I need to add design to
because the use can quickly and
it to make it look attractable
easily sloth them in because the
chair is a flat pack chair
C Grade AQA GCSE Product Design
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Small Cardboard Model

WWW

EBI/NS

This chairs shapes fit in perfectly , I think that
the style of this chair look good and since it looks
like how a real car chair looks like, gamers will
like it. This chair is makeable, because chair
strength will be hard the design is not advanced.
The car will be strong because the slots that will
be put in it will make it strong for the user to sit
on. The wood will be thick enough for it to have
suitable strength. This is user buildable because
the use can quickly and easily sloth them in
because the chair is a flat pack chair, they just
have to put the slots into the empty in gaps in the
chair side.

The construction of the car chair
maybe hard to make because it is a
flat pack and the slots may be hard to
do, the car may be strong but it may
not be able to hold . The user build
ability could have been better to
improve by making the design more
simpler for the bigger chair.
I could also add a stand to side area of
my chair to make it look more like a
chair because it is very low.

,

C Grade AQA GCSE Product Design
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Sketchup Model

WWW
Aesthetics

EBI/NS

The aesthetics of this car is a car chair, is If the color used in this chair be lively
that the slots measured in perfectly. The and interesting for the customerIf the
make ability of this car chair.
designs on the car chair were more
advanced , It make sure that it
supports the back and bottom area of
the chair so that it does not break or
snap, the slots that are going to be
slotted in are quicker
C Grade AQA GCSE Product Design
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Manufacturing
Specification

Specification
point
what

Processes

Materials

Analysis
why

Quality
controls &
checks

Health and safety

Must be made
from 9mm
plywood

Plywood is cheap and
easy for students to use

It is flexible,
workable and
easy to use

Plywood is safe to use
because it is smooth

Marking out

I will use a felt
tip permanent
marker

It will permanently
mark on the
plywood

It is quick and
easy to use and it
does its job
efficiently

Marking out helath and
safety is good to make
sure you don’t hurt
yourself with the
marking gauge

Cutting &
shaping

For cutting and I will
use a vibra saw and for
shaping I will use
shaping by

The cutting and the shaping
of my chair will be based on a
mini formula one car

To always make sure
that you are not
getting distracted by
anyone and also thtat
you are wearing the
right protective
equipment to protect
yourself

To make sure that you do
not damage yourself
with the various tools
that you use

Joining

I will make slots in my
wood design to be able
to make it quick,

The chair will be joined using
slots, for my chair because it’s
the most reliable as a chair
instead of a screw

If the slots I measured
do not fit then it
would not be the right
measurement sfor my
chair.

Make sure that the slots are
smoothened and straightened
out to not cut ypur self while
holding it

Finishing

The finishing touches
of my chair will be
done and determined
by how I sand it and
the color of it.

The paint I am going
My aim to finishing this chair
to use is very slimy so
would be a high standard by
I need to paint the
spending specific time on
chair
out carefully
sanding
perfectly
to
C filing,
Grade
AQA itGCSE
Product
Design
and slowly
be smooth and to meet
2014
customers satisfaction

To make sure that it fits right
and does not damage the
customer who has bought it

Criteria
TOP MARK
(A*-A)
26-32

Imaginative and innovative ideas have been developed, demonstrating creativity, flair and originality. Further developments made to take account of ongoing research
A coherent and appropriate design strategy, with clear evidence of a planned approach, adopted throughout
The implications of a wide range of issues including social, moral, environmental and sustainability, are taken into consideration and inform the development of the design proposals
Excellent development work through experimentation with a wide variety of techniques and modeling (including CAD where appropriate) in order to produce a final design solution
Appropriate materials/ingredients and components selected with full regard to their working properties
Fully detailed and justified product/manufacturing specification taking full account of the analysis undertaken

Self
Assessment
WWW

EBI

I have done my required tasks
in section2 to try help improve
my chair that I have designed,
I have also understood the
power presentation well by
answering the questions.

I think I need to add more
My next step is to make my
complexity to my chair because chair look comforting with good
the shape of my chair looks a ergonomics for my customers
bit simple and a lack of
interested in my chair
complexity, I also need to make
my chair look comfortable

NS

Peer Assessment

WWW

Shows consistency, in
Q.W.C
Completed all the required
elements of the
coursework
Answered the necessary

EBI

NS

Work an the aesthetics
and ergonomics of the
chair

Make the chair appeal
more and feel more
comfortable

C Grade AQA GCSE Product Design
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Storyboard of MARKING OUT
Image

Tools, materials, equipment used? pencil

Tools, materials, equipment used? Tri-square

Quality: It can copy or line out on wood to
be marked out permanently

Quality: A tri-square is used to make sure
that the lines of marking out are measured
straight

Health and Safety: This is done safely if It is
on a ruler

Image

Tools, materials, equipment used:
Marking gauge
Quality: It is used in woodworking and
metalworking to mark out lines for
cutting or other operations

Health and Safety: This is safe when it is
only used for measuring

Image

Tools, materials, equipment used? Ruler
Quality: This is used to measure out
markings for all the type of chairs I have
created to ensure the slots are
Health and Safety:
Whilst marking out, what challenges did
you face? Making

sure that the
lines and slots fit together to
make the chair first and not
become wonky and unstable

Tools, materials, equipment used? Compass

How did you overcome these challenges? Be
taking my time to complete this slowly

Quality: used to make a circle in drawing
and planning
Health and Safety: It is very sharp and cut

Health and Safety: this can be dangerous
due to its sharp edge

Image

Churt
Grade
GCSE
so youAQA
have to
handleProduct
it carefullyDesign
and
make sure it is not left
unattended or on the
2014
floor

Did anything change from your original
plans when you marked out your materials?

Storyboard of CUTTING AND SHAPING

Google's to protect
eyes from dust

Apron worn to
protect clothes from
dust
Hands are
spacious for
accuracy
Tools, materials, equipment used? Vibra
saw
Quality: this is used to cut wood which
helps
Health and Safety: This is very dangerous
because it is sharp and cut seriously injure
someone and it should not be left turned
on. Goggles have to be worn to protect eyes

C Grade AQA GCSE Product Design
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Tools, materials, equipment
used? Coping saw
Quality: this is used to also
cut wood but by hand which
is mostly used for accuracy of
marked out lines.
Health and Safety: this is
sharp and can damage
someone if not used properly

Storyboard of JOINING
Image

Sander

Quality: this is used to make all of the
rough edges of the chair smoother to
make it feel and look more comfortable

Health and Safety: If you continue
sanding really fast it may make you
fingers and your back ache so do it in
a nice and steady speed to make sure

C Grade AQA GCSE Product Design
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Storyboard of FINISHING
Image

Tools, materials, equipment
used? PAINT
Quality: THIS IS USED TO
MAKE THE CAR CHAIR NOT
LOOK PLAIN BUT
ATTRACTABLE FOR THE
USER
Health and Safety: THIS IS
SAFE BUTAN APRON
SHOULD BE WORN TO MAKE
SURE NO PAINT GOES ON

Vinyl
Quality: this is used to be added
to the chair to also make it look
more attractable
Health and Safety: when the
process is happening it may be
dangerous so stand back

Whilst finishing what challenges did you
face?
I had a slight fear of making the design not
fully stable but I had to keep composure in
order to finish this

How did you overcome these challenges? By
keeping composure and making sure I keep
concentration as well.

Did anything change from your original
plans when you finished your materials?
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Analysis of Commercial viability
Costs Analysis:
Material Costs £5-£7

Market Analysis:
Design Appeal

£5-£7

It is fun a car chair and it is attractable to kids

Making Costs 15 hours,£5 per hour

What comparable products are on the market?
Just general car chair s but my one looks more
efficient is it is more interesting

19 hours , £4 per hours =£

Analysis of manufacturing processes

The manufacturing processes of my chair
are ., marking , cutting , joining and
finishing , each sets taking between 1-8
hours

How would the manufacturing processes
need to be modified in order to produce a
batch of 1000 of your chair?
How could your costs be reduced?

:
•Reducing number of parts
•Reduce number of colour (vinyl ,paint, plastics)
•Reduce processes
•Simplify the shapes to reduce cutting and
finishing time .

Where might my chair be sold?
My chair might be sell in a furniture shop for
example ikea

Does my chair meet the needs of my intended user group?

I think my chair meet the needs of my intended user group
which is a child between the ages of 4-12 .My chair proportion
is similar to the proportion of a child between the ages of 4-12
and has a funny shape and colours which children of these ages
would like , my chair also have a specific theme that interest a
lot children , My theme is F1 which link to the space and
knowing that certain child love planes and science they would
very interest by my chair that looks like a formula one car chair.
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The time taken in each steps have to
be reduce to make the construction
of the 100 copy of my chair quicker
and the marking and cutting would
have to be made with computer to
avoid the human error and in fact
reduce the time to make the chair

Finished Chair
Image
Points from specification:

1- My final chair has ended up being in the shape of a car
chair which went successful
2- This is makeable because I have made it with the tools
and wood that the school has supplied me with to ensure
this is done
3-The chair slot fits which makes my chair strong and
also stable
4-The chair is makeable and buildable in school with the
tools and wood that I was supplied with to make it
5-My car chair is also comfortable because it has been
sanded and it feels smooth and is comfortable for the
user.
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Finished Packaging

How I’ll test this in my final design
Aesthetics
My packaging must be attractive to the
target buyer so my product looks
professional
By asking parents of children/teachers if
they find my packaging attractive .
construction
My packaging must be easy to open and
easy to close after been open so the target
buyer can transport my chair more easily
and also more safely .
By asking target buyer/teachers to open the
packaging and then close it.
ergonomics
My packaging must be ergonomic so it can
protect the chair that will be inside the
packaging and also for it to be easier to
transport
By asking target buyer/teachers from a
place to another and ask them if carrying my
packaging have

Image
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Finished Instructions
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Points from specification:
FLAT PACK CHAIR INSTRUCTIONS

1- put the base on the floor
2- slot the two sides of the chair in the
base slot
3-get the front base and slot them into
the top base into the two sides of the
chair
4- enjoy using your chair J
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Record of Testing
Comfort test images

Test two image

Test one explanation: The
student said that it is an
interesting chair it has nice
colors to it but I should add
wheels to this to make it look
more like a car but overall
good ergonomics and
aesthetics

Test two explanation: this
student said that the chair is
good it fits him well he likes
the aesthetics of it the colors
are nice and he relaxes on it ,
he also said that to make the
chair look better there should
be a mini cushion on his
chair.
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Testing plan summary I
am going to 2 students
to sit and look at my
chair being good or bad

Interviews/Feedback

Interview one explanation: I
went to Ms. Robertson to look
and analyze my chair she
immediately knew that it was
a F1 chair because she saw the
logo of the F1 sign on my
chair, she said that the colors
in the chair are attractable and
the ergonomics of the chair
are good but she said that it
could be more softer so it
should be sanded more and
also more designs to be added
the sides of the chair

Interview two explanation:
Mr.Saeed said that he likes the
colors of the chairs, they can
attract customer because
they’re bright. He finds that
the chair looks good and has
good ergonomics, but he did
say that I should add a mini
pillow or cushion to make it
look more welcoming to
customers.
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Alterations/
Modifications suggested
by interviewees. To add
more designs and also
sand it to make it softer
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